Smart intersections using
video-as-a-sensor
Improve traffic flow and enhance
safety for vehicles and pedestrians
with intelligent camera analytics
and data

The challenge

The solution

With distracted pedestrians, more bicyclists,
and an increase in public transportation in urban
environments, it is essential to implement
strategies for enhanced safety. Additionally, traffic
congestion creates inefficiencies that
result in user delay and frustration, while emissions
from idling vehicles harm the environment.

Built-in Video Analytics at-the-edge allows Bosch
cameras to become intelligent devices that alert
traffic operators to safety risks and result in
improved awareness of busy intersections.
▶ The camera acts as an incident detection sensor
while gathering statistical data on bicycle counts
and average speeds to help address critical
safety issues.
▶ Using built-in Video Analytics can detect
pedestrians in a crosswalk and preempt traffic
signals to enhance safety while facilitating smart
intersection control.
▶ Integration with deployed roadside units (RSU)
allow events detected by the camera to
automatically send safety messages to appropriately
equipped smart vehicles using dedicated shortrange communication (DSRC) broadcasts.
▶ When alerted to nearby pedestrians, drivers can
respond earlier, further enhancing safety.
Camera-generated analytics metadata enables
data aggregation for creating historical reporting
dashboards for use in accumulating insights to
improve decision-making.

Enhance intersection safety with video analytics and data for decision-making
For decades, Bosch has developed Video Analytics
technology used in vehicles for driver assistance,
semi-autonomous and autonomous driving, and intelligent
safety systems. This same foundational image processing
technology is inside Bosch IP cameras bringing intelligence
to the infrastructure. Video Analytics built-in to Bosch IP
cameras enables the cameras to serve as intelligent
devices that provide superior video images, automated
event detection for real-time alerts, and the data
collection and aggregation needed for highway and urban
infrastructure planning.
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Bosch offers a complete camera portfolio for intelligent transportation systems. NEMA TS 2 certification confirms they meet
environmental requirements for traffic applications, while NTCIP compliance ensures communication with traffic management systems.
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Bosch Security and Safety Systems
Protecting lives, buildings and assets is our aim. Our product portfolio includes video
security, intrusion detection, fire detection and voice evacuation systems as well as access
control and management systems. Professional audio and conference systems for
communications of voice, sound and music complete the range.
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